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ABOUT AVIAN WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING
We are passionate about creating content that engages employees and directs
organizational energy for meaningful change. Our signature approach to training
combines our rich military heritage with captivating storytelling practices. For over
10 years, AVIAN has worked with customers in multiple facets of the Department of
Defense and commercial sectors to understand their most pressing development
needs and create tailored solutions to transform their workforces.  
Our Instructional Systems Designers (ISD) conduct thorough research and analysis,
using this information to architect a customized training solution that will captivate
employees and ensure they are meeting organizational goals. We craft curricula with
a variety of modalities tailored to student needs including instructor-led training,
eLearning courses, video, and more.  
Through AVIAN’s training, your team will be inspired to envision your complex
challenge from new perspectives. Their ‘issues’ will transform into ideas and their
‘concerns’ into thoughts. Your team’s creativity will be unleashed, enabling them to
break routine patterns and invigorating their desire to solve challenges.
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Our Products
Course Development
AVIAN courses are rooted in narrative. We formulate a central
storyline to flow throughout an entire curriculum, bringing
scope, purpose, and context to the course content (e.g., “It’s
your first day on the job as a program lead, now what do you
do?”). Anchoring to a storyline drives consistency and makes
the messaging behind the content more memorable.

7thCircus
We use the latest production
technique to create videos in
7 unique styles

eLearning
AVIAN delivers end-to-end
quality online courses that
engage students with
•

Interactive instructional
activities with
knowledge checks

•

Custom video and
multimedia add-ins
(camera-shot &
animated) and

•

Fluid design with
professional voiceover

1 Motion Graphic
2 Screencast
3 Whiteboard
4 Cartoon
5 Live Action
6 Visual Story
7 Blended

Instructor Led Training
We don’t lecture; we have conversations with our students.
Impactful workforce education is cultivated in meaningful
discussions between the course instructor and participants
and relevant, hands-on activities. Our courses provide the
“so what” and “why” behind what students are learning and
make it relevant to their day-to-day jobs and experiences.

Virtual Tours
Walk audiences through your location from point to point
while telling an interactive story about the environment
being toured. Cutting-edge videography equipment and
dynamic editing will make viewers feel as if they are
immersed in your space.
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Our Customers
ASN (RDA) | Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development and Acquisition,
Test & Evaluation Executive
COMNAVAIRLANT | Commander, Naval Air Forces, Atlantic
COTF | Commander, Operational Test & Evaluation Forces
DATM | The Department of the Navy Director, Acquisition Talent Management
DHS | Department of Homeland Security
MARCORSYSCOM | Marine Corps Systems Command (MCSC)
MSC | Military Sealift Command
NAVAIR U | Naval Air Systems Command University
CPM: College of Program Management
CORE: College of Research and Engineering
CT&E: College of Test and Evaluation
CSPS: College of Sustainment and Product Support
CISL: College of Interdisciplinary Studies and Leadership (Command Operations Group)
KMS: Knowledge Management System (KMS)

NAVAIR | Naval Air Systems Command
PMA-280: Tomahawk Weapons System Program Office
PMA-263: Navy and Marine Small Tactical Unmanned Aircraft Systems Program Office
PMA-265: F/A-18 and EA-18G Program Office, Advanced Weapons Laboratory (AWL)

NAVSEA | Naval Sea Systems Command
NAVWAR | Naval Information Warfare Systems Command
NUWC | Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport Division
ONR | Office of Naval Research, Naval Air Warfare and Weapons Department (Code 35),
Solid State Laser Technology Maturation Program (SSL-TM)
U.S. AIR FORCE, 46TH TEST SQUADRON | Cyber Security Test Flight
USCG | Coast Guard Acquisition Directorate, Aviation Programs
Various Commercial Clients:
Lockheed Martin
Telephonics
Piper Aircraft
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
...and more!
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Commercial Courses

Most Requested
Available to All
Digital Content

Commercial Courses are available to all interested parties. They can be purchased as is or can
easily be tailored for specific companies and/or target audiences.
CYBERSECURITY | THE AWAKENING BEGINS
This is a thought-provoking, half-day training course
designed to introduce select, central cyber-related concepts
which are fundamental to recognizing the need for cyber
awareness, vigilance, and resilience.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
Half day

Audience:

All Workforce

FLIGHT TEST | THE DISCIPLINE
This is a comprehensive, two-day training course designed
to explore the basic tenets of flight test as a discipline and
profession. AVIAN’s test pilot instructors bring 100+ years of
best practices and lessons learned to life.
Training topics include flight test fundamentals, test design,
test reporting, critical thinking, and risk management,
enabling students to design and execute a test program that
is safe, effective, and efficient.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Audience:

Project Leads,
Engineers and Testers

NAVAIR, SIMPLIFIED | A NAVAIR OVERVIEW
This is a thought-provoking, half-day training course
designed to simplify the seemingly complex story of how
things are done at the Naval Air Systems Command.
The course addresses the “so-what” and “why” of Naval
Aviation acquisitions, with an overview of Defense
Acquisition, NAVAIR, and how requirements are turned into
products.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
Half day

Did You
Know?

12k+

students have
benefited from our
course offerings

Audience:

External Stakeholders
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Most Requested

Government Courses

Available to All
Digital Content

Government Courses were developed by AVIAN, Inc. for the U.S. Government and are available
to DoD employees and DoD contractors. With the exception of the courses identified with , the
use of government content referenced in this catalog requires agency approval. AVIAN, Inc. will
request and obtain approvals from the U.S. Government prior to providing course offerings.

- Program Management ACQUISITION OF SERVICES: AN OVERVIEW |
CPM-PCS-100; NAVWAR-PCS-100
Beginning with the question, “What does a program or
competency team need to know to conduct an effective
service procurement?” this course will walk students through
the tasks associated with a service acquisition from inception
through completion, including the upfront critical thinking
required in each phase of the acquisition. Upon completion of
the course, the student will have the requisite knowledge and
understanding of the multidisciplinary policies, processes,
products, tools, and resources applicable to service
acquisition at NAVAIR or NAVWAR.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

CONTRACTING FOR INTEGRATED PRODUCT
TEAM LEADS | CPM-TLC-100, MCSC-TLC-100
This introductory course for new or aspiring military
and civilian IPTLs provides requisite knowledge and
understanding of contracting. Beginning with an overview
of the Procurement Group Competency and a brief review
of key statutes and policies governing DoD contracts, the
course then walks students through the contract life-cycle.
This course concentrates on fundamental tasks and best
practices that will allow IPTLs to effectively collaborate with
their Contract Specialist/Contracting Officer in the successful
planning, award, and administration of contracts of all types
at NAVAIR or MARCORSYSCOM.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
3 days

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

CRITICAL THINKING AND THE USS
CHANCELLORSVILLE DRONE INCIDENT CASE
STUDY | CPM-PCI-100
This course provides a detailed look at the causal human
and organizational factors involved in a nearly catastrophic
mishap. By examining concepts such as critical thinking,
risk-based decision making, normalization of deviance, and
others, as applied to the events and team perspectives of
those involved in the mishap, the case study will benefit
any team involved in high-risk, time-critical, complicated
evolutions.

Method:

Classroom
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Length:
1 day

Audience:

Project Managers,
Integrated Product Team
Leads (IPTLs) and Program
Team Leads
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FOR
IPTLS | CPM-TLB-100, MCSC-TLB-100

CPM-PPM-100

CPM-TLB-100 provides essential IPTL-level knowledge
and understanding of financial management at NAVAIR or
MARCORSYSCOM. Instruction includes the Program Objective
Memorandum (POM) cycle, building and defending a budget,
spend plan development, and budget execution, with a focus
on the role and authority of the IPTL in each phase.

This course is designed for new or prospective project leads
who need to be familiar with project management processes
and tools but are outside the target demographic for the
CPM core curriculum (i.e., 0-5-year IPTLs). It walks students
through the processes, resources, tools, and best practices
associated with managing a basic NAVAIR project from
inception through transition or close-out.

Method:

Method:

Classroom

Length:
3 days

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

FUNDAMENTALS OF SCHEDULING FOR
PROGRAM/PROJECT LEADS | NAVWAR-APS-100
This course increases the competence of Team Leads in
using schedules to manage their program/project as well as
understanding the full impact of schedule slips on the entire
program and or product delivery. Focusing on how to best
use NAVWAR-unique cost and schedule control concepts, the
course highlights the necessary scheduling best practices and
lessons learned related to schedule development, analysis
and management that are associated with critical acquisition
disciplines. It will baseline the program management
workforce on applicable NAVWAR-specific and PEO-unique
scheduling policy, procedures, products, and resources.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

Classroom

Length:
3 days

This is an advanced course for new or aspiring Level/Tier 1 (or
equivalent senior) IPTLs across all NAVAIR sites. The course
builds off the baseline of an experienced Level 2-4 IPTL to cover
the wider aperture required of a Level 1 IPTL now responsible
for supervising multiple IPTs, establishing and maintaining a
different set of key stakeholder communications and linkages,
managing substantially more funding, and playing a greater
role in direct support of the program manager. Beginning with
the question, “You have just been assigned to lead a Level
1 IPT -- what do you need to know?” the course discusses
requisite knowledge, skills, abilities, responsibilities, and
expectations of the NAVAIR Level 1 IPTL in the focus areas
of communications, relationships, leadership, technical
competence, and critical thinking. The Level 1 IPT Lead is part
of the core training curriculum for NAVAIR IPTLs.

Method:

Length:
2 days

THE IPTL | CPM-TLF-100

Method:

Classroom

Length:
3 days

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT |

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

THE LEVEL I IPTL | CPM-TLF-200

Classroom

This introductory course for new and or aspiring military or
IPTLs presents the roles, responsibilities, and authority of an
IPTL in managing a product through the acquisition life cycle
using “a day-month-year in the life of an IPTL” format. Beginning
with the question, “You have just been assigned as an IPTL,
now what do you do,” the course walks through the NAVAIRspecific guidance, policy, and processes related to program
management. The course begins with the Department of
Defense (DoD) and SECNAV 5000 policy and then breaks down
the required NAVAIR IPTL’s tasks to meet the spirit and intent of
the Integrated Defense Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics
Life Cycle Management System.

Audience:

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

LIFE CYCLE LOGISTICS FOR IPTLS | CPM-TLL-100
This introductory course for new or aspiring military
and civilian IPTLs provides requisite knowledge and
understanding of life cycle logistics at NAVAIR. Beginning
with a discussion of logistics fundamentals and an overview
of the Sustainment Group Competency, the course then
walks through sustainment activities and products across
the acquisition life cycle, highlighting IPTL vs. logistics
responsibilities in each. Life Cycle Logistics for IPTLs is part of
the core training curriculum for NAVAIR IPTLs.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

MANAGING THE OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT
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PHASE FOR IPTLS | CPM-TPO-100

NAVIGATING THE PID PROCESS | CPM-PID-100

This course is designed for more experienced military and
civilian IPTLs who are new to the Operations and Support
(O&S) phase of the acquisition lifecycle or just looking for a
refresher. Beginning with the question, “You have just been
assigned as an IPTL on a program in the O&S phase -- what
do you need to know?” the course walks IPTLs through
the day-to-day tasks related to the management of their
assigned program/project in the O&S phase by presenting
NAVAIR cross-competency policies, processes, products, and
resources from an IPTL perspective.

Navigating the PID Process is an introductory course for
new and current acquisition workforce members who
participate in the development of Procurement Initiation
Document (PID) packages for NAVAIR contracts. Beginning
with an overview of the procurement process, the course will
walk students through the knowledge, skills, and abilities
associated with the development of a complete PID package.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

It provides requisite knowledge and understanding of the
importance of Market Research in procurement decisions.
The course begins by discussing basic definitions, NAVAIR
and DoD requirements, and the benefits of conducting
Market Research. The course highlights the importance of
Small Business considerations in Market Research and then
walks the students through various resources, methods, and
important websites one might use to conduct and document
the research.
Classroom

Length:
3 days

Classroom

Length:
3 days

Audience:

MARKET RESEARCH FOR IPTLS AND PROJECT
LEADS | CPM-PRM-100

Method:

Method:

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

PROCUREMENT PLANNING FOR
IPTLS | CPM-PPC-100
CPM-PPC-100 focuses on the knowledge, skills, and
abilities required to lead a cross-functional team through
the procurement planning process. Beginning with the
question, “What does an IPTL need to know to lead effective
procurement planning?” the course will walk students
through the tasks associated with convening a Procurement
Planning Conference (PPC) from inception through
completion, to include the upfront critical thinking required
to prepare for the PPC, the required participants, the critical
process steps, and monitoring the performance of the
procurement until contract award.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

SHOULD COST GENERAL
AWARENESS | CPM-PSC-100

Did you
know?
AVIAN has built over 85
courses for the Navy
and other DoD and
commercial customers
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The student will be introduced to the fundamentals of
“Should Cost’” management processes and understand the
basic steps necessary to develop, implement and execute
a “Should Cost” management process. The student will
gain an understanding of the NAVAIR intended “Should
Cost” process steps, be able to identify a program’s
cost drivers, and should cost opportunities throughout
the different phases of the acquisition lifecycle.  The
student will be introduced to the roles IPT members play to
support developing and executing a Should Cost program
management strategy.

Method:

Classroom

Length:

3.5 hours

Audience:

All Program Team Members
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SOFTWARE ACQUISITION FOR PROGRAM
TEAMS | CPM-PSA-100; MCSC-PSA-100
Beginning with an introduction of software development
in DoD acquisition, this course focuses on the specific
knowledge, skills, and abilities associated with the
program management of a software-intensive program
to include contracting, test, and logistics/sustainment
considerations. Students will gain an understanding of the
policies, processes, tools, resources, and subject matter
experts applicable to software acquisition at NAVAIR or
MARCORSYSCOM.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Student Testimonial
I have been taking government
and contractor provided
Program Management
training courses since 2000.
This is the best, most relevant,
immediately useful, and most
up to date acquisition course I
have ever taken.

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

SMALL BUSINESS FOR IPTLS | CPM-PSB-100;
NAVSEA-PSB-100
CPM-PSB-100 provides essential knowledge and
understanding of Small Business Utilization at NAVAIR or
NAVSEA. Beginning with the question, “What does your PM
need you to know about effectively utilizing small business
to satisfy your program requirements?” the course then
walks through the basics of small business, small business
considerations in acquisition planning and managing
small business requirements, and risk. The IPTL’s role and
responsibility in small business utilization are highlighted
and discussed throughout the course.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads  

STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT | CPM-PST-100,
MCSC-PST-100, NAVSEA-PST-100, NAVWARPST-100
A successful program requires the precise management
of all resources to include the vested stakeholders. This
course provides an in-depth understanding of the various
stakeholders and their roles and responsibilities throughout
a program’s lifecycle. The student will understand the role
each stakeholder plays and how to effectively manage their
interests while ensuring program objectives remain missionfocused. This course has been tailored for MARCORSYSCOM,
NAVAIR, NAVSEA, and NAVWAR.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

SUBCONTRACTOR RISK MANAGEMENT AND
AWARENESS | CPM-PSM-100; NAVSEA-PSM-100
CPM-PSM-100 introduces students to the importance of
the Government’s role in supplier management, and how
to recognize subcontractor risk areas. Beginning with the
question, “Why Do I Care About Supplier Management?”
the course gives students baseline definitions and walks
them through current business motivations and trends in
today’s globally competitive markets as well as the impact
these trends have on program management.  Students
explore the supplier management awareness role of the IPT
during procurement planning, proposal evaluation, and
contract execution, learning how to use existing tools and
best practices to gain the needed insight into the supplier
base, supplier performance, and ultimately to lower risk to
the government. This course has also been tailored for both
NAVSEA and NAVAIR.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:		

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads
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- Test & Evaluation Courses -

Student Testimonial
The best class I have taken
in 17 years. The instructor is
clearly a well-versed expert on
the material and has multiple
personal examples from past
experience. Great class!

ACCELERATED INDOCTRINATION/TEST
REPORTING/TEST PLANNING | CTE-AIT-100
This course combines and condenses the following courses
into a week-long overview: CTE-ITE-100 Indoctrination to Test
and Evaluation, CTE-TR-100 Test Reporting, and CTE-TP-100
Test Planning.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
5 days

Audience:

Engineers and Testers

THE DT/OT TRANSITION REPORT | CTE-DOT-100

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FOR IPTLS | CPM-TLS-100
This introductory course provides requisite knowledge and
understanding of systems engineering at NAVAIR. Beginning
with an overview of the Engineering & Cyber Warfare
Competency Group and discussion on technical authority,
the course then walks students through systems engineering
processes and technical risk management. This course
concentrates on fundamental tasks and best practices that
will allow IPTLs to effectively collaborate with their lead
engineer to plan and execute program activities and mitigate
technical risk at NAVAIR. Systems Engineering for IPTLs is part
of the core training curriculum for NAVAIR IPTLs.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads

TEST AND EVALUATION FOR IPTLS | CPM-TLT-100
This introductory course provides requisite knowledge and
understanding of T&E at NAVAIR. The course begins with
an overview of the Naval Aviation T&E organization and a
discussion of T&E concepts, processes, and responsibilities.
It then walks through T&E-related activities across the
acquisition life cycle, presenting an overview of fundamental
tasks, resources, and best practices that will allow IPTLs to
effectively collaborate with their testers in the planning and
execution of air vehicle test programs. Test and Evaluation for
IPTLs is part of the core training curriculum for NAVAIR IPTLs.

Method:

Classroom

12

Length:
1 day

The Developmental Test to Operational Test (DT/OT) Transition
Report provides timely decision-making information to the
program manager for assessing the current readiness of the
system under development to proceed into an operational
test period. Upon completion of this course, students will be
able to describe the purposes and outcomes of DT and OT,
explain guidance on DT to OT transition, describe the required
elements of the DT/OT Transition Report, and discuss optional
elements of the report.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

Engineers and Testers

INTRODUCTION TO CAPABILITIES-BASED
TEST AND EVALUATION | CTE-CBT-100,
NAVSEA-CBT-100
This course introduces the student to Capabilities Based Test
and Evaluation (CBTE) by explaining the processes involved,
the interrelationships across the test and engineering
communities, and the various tools used during an
evaluation. Introduction to Capabilities Test and Evaluation is
for all NAVAIR, NAVSEA, NAWC engineers and aircrew who are
interested in test and evaluation.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
5 hours

Audience:

All NAVAIR, NAWC
Engineers and Aircrew, and
				warfare center personnel

Audience:

Project Managers, IPTLs,
and Program Team Leads
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INDOCTRINATION TO TEST AND
EVALUATION | CTE-ITE-100

OPERATIONAL TESTING FUNDAMENTALS
OVERVIEW | CTE-OTF-200, NAVSEA-OTF-200

Students receive an introduction and familiarization to the
College of T&E, U.S. Navy, NAVAIR, and Engineering & Cyber
Warfare Group along with related subject areas to which
Flight Test Engineers (FTEs) are exposed within the T&E
environment. Topics include hangar and flight line safety,
military ranks and insignias, email etiquette, Operational
Risk Management (ORM), and test and evaluation concepts.
Students develop a deeper understanding and appreciation
for the T&E structure in which they will work.

The Operational Test Fundamentals course is designed to
explain OT requirements, methods, and best practices to
enhance interactions between the program offices and OT
personnel at NAVAIR or NAVSEA.  A shared understanding
of OT will provide APMT&Es and LTEs with an in-depth
appreciation of the role of COTF and OT personnel, as well
as their contributions to the success of integrated system
designs. This understanding and appreciation will enhance
Integrated Test Team (ITT) interactions and effectiveness,
ultimately improving the quality of systems delivered to the
warfighter and the Fleet.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Audience:

Engineers and Testers

FLIGHT TEST BASICS | CTE-FTB-100
Students receive an introduction and familiarization into the
basics of flight testing and the fundamentals necessary to
perform effectively and safely in the T&E environment. Topics
include aircraft familiarization, test preparation and execution,
instrumentation, weather planning, Naval Air Training and
Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS)/Pocket Check
List (PCL), mission and weapons systems, carrier suitability,
and air vehicle stores capability. Course series culminates in
a simulator event that blends traditional instruction with the
experience of real-world testing.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
4 days

Audience:

Engineers and Testers

MISSION-BASED TEST DESIGN | CTE-MBTD-150
*New Course* The course is intended to provide students
with a working knowledge and practical ability to apply
Mission-Based Test Design (MBTD) in Developmental Test (DT)
and Integrated Test (IT).  The focus is on the phases and steps
of MBTD and the associated processes and products (inputs
and outputs). The course will establish the context for MBTD
within Capabilities Based Acquisition, identify stakeholders
involved in MBTD, describe the tools supporting MBTD, and
indicate policies and guidance applicable to MBTD. MBTD-150
is intended for Flight Test personnel in the NAWCs, as well as
at NAVAIR and in the Program Offices, who will be engaged in,
overseeing, or supporting MBTD.

Method:

Length:

Audience:

Classroom/
1 day
Test Team members and
Webinar
key leaders responsible
				for Test

Method:

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Audience:

Test Program Management
and Program Support

STRATEGIES OF EFFECTIVE & EFFICIENT T&E
STE-200 is a course for Program Test and Evaluation (T&E)
Leads and the DON T&E Workforce. The course aims to
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of test by providing
test leads with the latest policy, process, and best practices;
reviewing T&E stakeholders with DON and OSD; discussing
T&E as a discipline and as a career path; helping testers
improve their T&E-related knowledge and skills; discussing
Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) writing guidelines
and compliance; and emphasizing critical thinking as an
integral part of T&E.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Audience:

Program T&E Leads and
DON T&E Workforce

T&E LEADERSHIP BOOTCAMP | CTE-TEL-150;
SEA-TEL-150
T&E Leadership Boot Camp is a three-day course intended for
all Assistant Program Manager T&Es (APMT&Es) and Lead Test
Engineers (LTEs) in the Engineering & Cyber Warfare Group
STEM division. The course contains five subject areas: roles
and responsibilities, core processes, non-core processes,
tools, and T&E capabilities. This course has also been tailored
for NAVSEA.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
3 days

Audience:

Test Program Support
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TEST PLANNING | CTE-TP-100

TEST REPORTING | CTE-TR-100

Students receive an introduction and familiarization to test
planning, requirements, roles and responsibilities, content,
review and approval, and test plan amendments. Students
will review NAVAIR Instruction 3960.4 and Test Planning
Handbook, associated references, test plan development
processes, and the products required to plan and document
effective and safe tests. The core material includes classroom
instruction, case studies, and test plan writing exercises.
Students develop the conceptual tools required to produce a
formal test plan.

Students receive an introduction and familiarization to test
reporting philosophy, critical thinking, daily reports, deficiency
reports, report of test results, and other test reports. Students
will review NAVAIR Test Reporting Instruction 3905.1, Test
Reporting Handbook, associated references, processes, and
products required to collect, analyze, and effectively report on
the results of a test. Both informal and formal test reports are
covered. The core material includes classroom instruction and
report writing exercises. Students develop the conceptual tools
required to produce a test report.

Method:

Method:

Classroom

Length:
3 days

Audience:

Engineers and Testers

Classroom

Length:
2.5 days

Audience:

Engineers and Testers

TEST REPORTING FOR INTEGRATED TEST
TEAMS (ITTS) | CTE-TR-300

TEST PLANNING FOR INTEGRATED TEST
TEAMS (ITTS) | CTE-TP-300

Members of an Integrated Test Team jointly receive a
familiarization to the NAVAIR flight test reporting philosophy,
as well as an introduction to the NAVAIR-specific report
types. Students will review NAVAIR Instruction 3905.1 and
the Test Reporting Handbook, while also reviewing and
discussing ITT-specific reporting requirements defined in
ITT Charters, Concepts of Operations, and other programspecific T&E documentation. It allows participants to review
the same flight test reporting techniques and processes
that are presented to all NAVAIR Flight Test Engineers in
TR-100/TR-200 interlaced with ITT-specific discussions, as
well as an opportunity for ITT members to interact with
NAVAIR Chief Test Engineers. The core material includes
classroom instruction, report writing exercises, and ITTspecific implementation discussions. Students develop the
conceptual tools required to produce a NAVAIR test report.

Members of an Integrated Test Team jointly receive
familiarization with the test planning process and flight test
discipline from the NAVAIR perspective and openly discuss
how it directly relates to their ITT’s structure and concept of
operations. Students will review NAVAIR Instruction 3960.4
and the Test Planning Handbook, while also reviewing
and discussing ITT-specific relationships as defined in ITT
Charters, Concepts of Operations, and other program-specific
T&E documentation. It allows participants to review the
same flight test planning techniques and processes that are
presented to all NAVAIR FTEs in TP-100/TP-200 interlaced
with ITT-specific discussions, as well as an opportunity for ITT
members to interact with NAVAIR Chief Test Engineers. The
core material includes classroom instruction and ITT-specific
implementation discussions.

Method:

Classroom

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Audience:
ITTs

TEST PLANNING FOR T&E MANAGERS
CTE-TP-200

Method:

Length:
2 days

Audience:
ITTs

TEST REPORTING FOR T&E
MANAGERS | CTE-TR-200

This class examines the roles and responsibilities of seniorlevel managers in test planning and allows participants
to review the same techniques and processes that are
presented to junior-level Flight Test Engineers in TP-100.
The class presents a synopsis of material instructed in TP100 and provides branch head level training on test plan
requirements, content, and review processes, as well as an
opportunity for branch heads to interact with squadron Chief
Test Engineers.

This class examines the roles and responsibilities of
senior-level managers in test reporting that focuses on the
philosophy, daily flight reports, deficiency reports, report
of test results, critical thinking, methods, techniques, and
tools for reporting of test results. This is a process-level class,
designed to provide managers and senior-level personnel
with a current understanding and guidance on test reporting.
This class also acts as a refresher for managers and senior
personnel to review the test reporting process as well as the
review of test documents.

Method:

Method:

Classroom
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Length:
1 day

Audience:

Senior T&E Managers

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Audience:

Senior T&E Managers
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TEST STRATEGY DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT |
CTE-TSDD-150

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TRANSFORMATION
(SET) FOR PMS AND IPTLS | CORE-411-116

This course is designed to give program T&E leads and the
T&E workforce the latest information on DoD and DON T&E
policy, process, and best practices.

This course will introduce Program Managers and IPT Leads
to the Systems Engineering Transformation now underway
within the Naval Air Systems Command. Topics covered
in this course include the SE Transformation Initiative, the
challenges of the document-based systems engineering
approach, an introductory overview of MBSE and its benefits,
the role of MBSE within NAVAIR acquisition and sustainment
environment for the life cycle and getting started within a
program. The course is offered in a single three-hour session.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
2 days

Audience:

Test Program Management
and Program Support

- Systems Engineering Courses -

Method:

Classroom

COMFRC QUALITY BASICS FOR QUALITY
ENGINEERS/MANAGERS | CORE-TBD
This course is an introduction to basic quality principles,
policies, and practices for achieving quality objectives
through the application of quality planning, quality
assurance, quality control, and quality improvement QMS
process provisions. Course learning objectives include;
comprehending the importance of quality and achieving
intended quality objectives, understanding current
challenges within the organization and industry, learning
quality principles, policies, and key practices emphasizing
nonconformity prevention, process control, and continual
improvement and learning to effectively apply knowledge
gained to act upon identified deficiencies in effectiveness
and/or efficiency of processes, procedures, and/or policies
to increase the organization’s ability to achieve and sustain
quality objectives.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
1 day

Audience:

COMFRC Quality Engineers
and Quality Managers

Length:
3 hours

Audience:

Program Managers
and IPTLs

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING BOOTCAMP | CORE411-115
This is an introductory-level course for Systems Engineers
and those applying systems engineering (SE). The course
provides a comprehensive yet fundamental understanding
of the SE process and its implementation at NAVAIR/NAWC.
With the basics of SE and associated activities and technical
management methods understood, the course explores
NAVAIR/NAWC’s adoption of Model-Based Systems Engineering
(MBSE). Students will also learn about technical planning,
requirements development and management, technical
reviews, technical baselines, configuration management,
interface definition, and engineering change proposals, all in
the context of the Defense Acquisition System.

Method:

Classroom

Length:
5 days

Audience:

Current and Prospective
Systems Engineers

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TRANSFORMATION
FOR PMs AND IPTs | CORE-410-109
This course will introduce Program Managers and IPT Leads
to the Systems Engineering Transformation now underway
within the Naval Air Systems Command. Topics covered
in this course include the SE Transformation Initiative, the
challenges of the document-based systems engineering
approach, an introductory overview of MBSE and its benefits,
the role of MBSE within NAVAIR acquisition and sustainment
environment for the life cycle and getting started within a
program. The course is offered in a single three-hour session.

Method:

e-Learning
Course

Length:

Audience:

Program Managers
and IPTLs
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- General Acquisition Courses DAU WALL CHART SERIES
This series provides an in-depth look at Defense Acquisition
University (DAU) Acquisition Lifecycle Wall Chart. It explores
the decision points, milestones, and phases of the Defense
Acquisition System and includes the following focus areas:
• Defense Acquisition System (DAS)
• Joint Capabilities Integration and Development  
System (JCIDS)
• Planning, Programming, Budget, and Execution
(PPB&E)
• Milestones and Decision Points
• Materiel Solution Analysis (MSA) Phase Overview
• Technology Maturation and Risk Reduction
(TMRR) Phase Overview
• Engineering and Manufacturing Development
(EMD) Phase Overview
• Production and Deployment (P&D) Phase
Overview
• Operations and Support (O&S) Phase Overview

Method:
Video
		

Length:

36 minutes
for total series

Audience:

NAVAIR Workforce

DIGITAL 101 | CITCS-CIT-186
  This one-hour course is for aspiring digital transformers
hoping to ascertain the following skills: 1. How to use
collaboration technology to find and share knowledge across
NAVAIR 2. What tools and strategies are used to analyze and
extract meaning from data 3. How to access and use credible
data to inform daily decisions.

Method:

e-Learning

16

Length:
1 hour

INTRODUCTION TO WARTIME ACQUISITION
AUTHORITIES | CPM-PWA-100
This course introduces the enabling authorities available
during wartime to prepare for rapid transition from
peacetime to wartime acquisition. Gain insight on developing
strategies for executing wartime acquisition authorities
and prepare for a surge in production capacity and drastic
changes in the way we do business in wartime or emergency
conditions.

Method:

e-Learning

Length:
1 hour

Audience:

All Workforce

NAVAIRU WEBSITE USER BASICS | CISLNAVU-100
This series of 5 short videos give you all the basics of the
NAVAIRU website: 1. Getting started - logging in, creating/
activating your account 2. Locating courses and classes 3.
Registering for classes 4. eSigning, completing evaluations,
and obtaining certificates of completion 5. Logging external
training completion through SharePoint (this is for training
completed outside of NAVAIRU during COVID-19 teleworking
conditions).

Method:

e-Learning

Length:

30 minutes

Audience:

All NAVAIRU Website Users

OFFICE OF SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAMS
(OBSP) OVERVIEW
This video  explains what the OSBP does, how small business
fits into the acquisition process, and how the OSBP can help
you take advantage of small business capabilities.

Method:
Video

Length:

10 minutes

Audience:

NAVAIR Workforce

Audience:

All NAVAIR Workforce
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS SERIES

SHOULD COST FUNDAMENTALS

1. Operational Energy in Acquisitions

This video introduces the concept of Should Cost, exploring
what it is, why we do it, and how to develop a Should Cost
Management Plan.

Reviews the policy and acquisition workforce’s role and
responsibilities related to energy use in military operations.

Method:
Video

Length:

10 minutes

Audience:

All Workforce

2. NEPA in a Nutshell
Introduces the National Environmental Policy Act and
explains responsibility of acquisition professionals to practice
environmental stewardship.

Method:
Video

Length:

6 minutes

Audience:

All Workforce

Introduces the Programmatic Environment, Safety, and
Occupational Health Evaluation (PESHE) and explains the
importance of strategies to reduce energy demands, eliminate
environmental hazards, and meet regulatory requirements.
Video

Length:

6 minutes

• Gate Reviews and Milestones
• New Generation Jammer
• P-3 Fatigue Life Extension

Length:

6 minutes

Audience:

NAVAIR Workforce

This video provides an overview of the systems and
capabilities of PMA-280.
Video

Length:

6 minutes

Audience:

NAVAIR Workforce

- Cyber Courses -

All Workforce

Hear from Program Managers and Subject Matter Experts
on lessons learned and best practices based upon their
professional experiences. Pause and Learn titles include the
following:

Video
20 minutes
		total series

Length:

TOMAHAWK WEAPONS SYSTEM: A SYSTEM
OF SYSTEMS

Audience:

PAUSE AND LEARN SERIES

Method:

Video

Method:

3. PESHE

Method:

Method:

Audience:

NAVAIR Workforce

CYBER WARFARE, AN OVERVIEW | CISLCYB-101
This unclassified, computer-based overview is designed to
increase awareness and understanding of cyber warfare;
how our adversaries operate in the cyber domain, and how
to apply this knowledge to roles at NAVAIR. This course
introduces how hackers think; describes some common
cyber-attacks and controls; discusses best practices used
to detect, deter, and defend against cyber-incidents; and
emphasizes the importance of cyber resiliency. ***Note: This
is not a direct replacement for the instructor-led Introduction
to Cyber Warfare (CISL-CYB-100), which is a prerequisite for
the more advanced cyber warfare-related courses.

Method:

e-Learning

Did You
Know?

Length:

1 hour and
20 minutes

Audience:

All Workforce

800 +

courses provided
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INTRODUCTION TO CYBER WARFARE | CISLCYB-100, NAVSEA-CYB-100, AF-CYB-100

CYBER FOR PROGRAM TEAMS | CPM-PCY-100

This unclassified course will introduce students to
cyber warfare definitions, types of cyber-attacks, tools,
countermeasures, and best practices used to detect, deter,
and defend against cyberincidents, as well as current
threats to operations and assets, individuals, and the nation.
Increased awareness of the need to design and employ
effective risk-based processes and technologies will help
ensure all NAVAIR’s, NAVSEA’s or Air Force’s information
systems and the Navy’s aviation weapons systems (Business
AND Platform IT) have the necessary resilience built in to
support ongoing capabilities to the warfighter and enforce
national security policies.

Cyber for Program Teams is an introductory course for
program teams that need to be able to navigate the
evolving landscape of cybersecurity guidance, organization
relationships and authorities, processes, tools, and resources.
The course will walk students through the tasks associated
with managing the cyber-related elements of a naval aviation
program. This is not a course that will teach students to be
cyber experts; rather, it will familiarize them with how cyber
relates to other technical processes and guide them where
to go for additional help. The course is intended for a broad
range of students, from junior program analysts to program
managers – anyone who touches cyber in the program
environment.

Method:

Method:

Classroom

18

Length:
4 hours

Audience:

All Workforce

Length:

Audience:

Classroom
1 day
Project Management
				Community
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Most Requested

Virtual Tours

Available to All
Digital Content

Using a combination of video footage, live interviews, graphics, narration, and other mixed
media, virtual tours serve as educational and informational resources that reach broader
audiences from the comfort of a personal handheld device or computer.
Move audiences beyond curiosity and drive excitement, pride, and ownership with layered
multimedia elements and compelling, embedded calls to action.
Viewers experience multiple points of view through dynamic videography of physical places
without physical travel.
Virtual tours can benefit a wide array of industries, including colleges and universities,
healthcare facilities, sporting venues, hospitality, and more, reaching a variety of business goals.
This series offers a behind-the-scenes look at the STEM-related work being done at Naval Air
Warfare Center Aircraft Division (NAWCAD). Learn about the test facilities, production capabilities
and laboratories at NAWCAD directly from the experts who work there!
ADVANCED SYSTEMS INTEGRATION LAB
VIRTUAL TOUR

MANNED FLIGHT SIMULATOR
VIRTUAL TOUR

This virtual tour explores the labs within NAWCAD’s Advanced
System Integration Lab (ASIL). Learn about a handful of
capabilities including: the Anechoic Chamber, Electronic
Combat Stimulation (ECSTIM) Labs, and the Surface
Integration and Interoperability Lab (SAIL).

This virtual tour explores the labs within NAWCAD’s Manned
Flight Simulator. Learn about simulators for F-18, H-60
and F-35 aircraft, in addition to NAWCAD’s virtual reality
capabilities.

HUMAN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
VIRTUAL TOUR
This virtual tour explores the labs within NAWCAD’s Human
Systems Engineering Department. Learn about a handful
of labs including: Horizontal Accelerator, Human Computer
Interaction, Digital Night Vision, and the Environmental
Physiology and Human Performance.
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Want to
know more?
Contact
teachme@avian.com
www.avian.com
22111 Three Notch Rd
Lexington Park, MD
301-866-2070
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See you
in class!
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